
 

 
 
 

SCHEDULE  - XII 
 

SYLLABUS FOR JOB- TRAINING. 
 

Duration Revised as per D.G's Cir.No.(Legis) 4 of 1975. 
 

Note:   The management may make additions and modifications to the recommended 
syllabus to suit the particular conditions of the mine, with prior intimation to the Chief 
Inspector. 

 
The management shall, however propose for approval of the Chief Inspector, suitable 
syllabus in respect of class or kind of workers for which no syllabus has been 
recommended in Schedule xii. The duration of Basic/Refresher job training in respect of 
such class or kind of workers shall not be less than 18 days and 9 days respectively. 

 
Sl.no. Class of workers 

or    Trades    of 
Workers 

Recommended Syllabus of Courses No.      of 
Days   for 
basic 
training 

No.       of 
days of 
Refresher 
training 

1 2 3 4 5 
 

1. 
Track layers Track, its purpose and components thereof, 

their use, size and use of rails, Fish plates, 
sleepers, nails, blots and nuts, tie rods, 
beading of rails, carrying of materials and 
their storage. Track laying and proper 
ballasting and drainage. Laying of switches 
left hand and right hand turn outs, bypasses, 
curves, crossing (various types), fixing of 
rollers/pulleys and their maintenance. Grade 
of track, super elevation of curves, check 
rails, bending of rails in case of electric loco 
track, anchoring of track on steep gradients. 

 
Installation of Runaway switches, drop 
warricks, step blocks, jazz rails re-railers and 
other safety contrivances, signaling code, 
use of manholes. 

 
Dangers from runaway tubs, haulage, 
derailments. Dangers associated with track 
lying near waterlogged old workings and 
fire/explosion area, proper use of safety 
lamps, workmanship norms. 

 
Clearance between tracks and roadway 
sides governing the statutory requirement. 

24 12 

2. Ventilation 
(Bratticing 

Gang) 

Purpose of ventilation, introduction to mode 
of occurrence of different gases and their 
physiological effects. Intakes, return, 

18 9 



 

 

  changes therein. Tools, Ventilation materials 
and appliances, air lock, doors, aircrossings, 
regulators, stopping. Erection and withdrawal 
of brattice and ventilation tubing airtighten as 
thereof, maintenance of brattices, erection of 
brattice at junctions. Ventilation of cavities. 
Testing of roof/sides before erecting 
brattices/ ventilation tubes. Ventilation 
arrangements in special circumstances, 
workmanship norms. 

  

3. Attendants of 
fan (including 

auxiliary & 
booster fans.) 

Construction of fan, its accessories, 
operation, voltage reading on switch board 
meters and watergauge. Danger board 
meters and waterguage. Danger from 
sparks, electrostatic charges, overheating of 
motors etc. no smoking in fan house/fan drift. 
Earthing of fan casing bedplates of motors. 
Lubrication, maintenance of starters. Fire 
fighting equipment, its use and storage. First 
aid In case of electric shock. Standing 
orders/Instructions in the event of stoppage 
of fan. Fencing. Dangers from lose outer 
clothing. Recirculation of air, dangers therein. 
Reversal of fan. Precaution against bad roof 
sides. Mine gases action in the event of 
detection of gas. 

18 9 

4 Persons 
employed on 
installation 
repair and 

maintenance of 
machines. 

Duties, Tools, Preparation of site, 
Organisaion Requisition of materials 
Common troubles and remedies preventive 
maintenance schedules, Effect of moistures 
dust head of motors. Earthing General 
conditions in a mine. Signaling code, laying 
of signaling system, fire extinguishing 
materials equipment and their use. First aid 
in case of electric shock. Dangers from gas. 
Applicable regulations. Duties under 
emergency organisation. 

24 12 

5. General 
Mazdoor 

Persons employed in Bailing, transport of 
materials, line packing and cleaning etc. 
Drainage, Handling transport and storage of 
materials, house keeping cleaning of 
roadways and loading of collected waste etc. 
art of ballasting haulage track, signaling 
code, general precautions and applicable 
regulations. 

18 9 

6 Tyndals Persons employed of lifting/transport/shifting 
of heavy materials and equipment duties. 
Lifting and handing tackles, art of lifting and 
handling materials with stress on personal 
safety, transport and manipulation of 
materials and machinery. Protective 
equipment, safety belt, boots, leg guard and 
helmet Signaling code, workmanship norms. 
Installations and shifting of pipes, cables, 
rope, buntons and other shaft equipment, 
switch gear, haulage coal- cutting machines, 

25 18 



 

 

  conveyor, motors pumps etc. Manipulation of 
wire rope during installation/ replacement. 

  

7. Coal 
cutting/drilling 
machine crew. 

Details of machines and its operation, proper 
use and care of machine and cables, picks, 
bits, sharpening,, shaping, picks laying, 
oiling/greasing of various parts. 

 
Precautions against falls/gas/coal dust, wet 
cutting, drilling method, drilling pattern, 
common troubles and remedies. Dangers 
from cutting/ drilling in stone band, warning 
to persons, fleeting of coal cutting machine 
on gradient, keeping machinery reasonably 
free from dust. Applicable regulations. 

36 18 

8 Attendants of 
Haulage/Convey 

ors. 

Details of machinery and its accessories, 
operating thereof, operation of voltage 
readings on switch-board meters if any, 
dangers from sparks, overheating of 
machinery. Lubrication, maintenance of 
starters, tools, brakes. Fire fighting 
equipment, its use and storage, first aid in 
case of electric shock. Earthing of bed plates 
of engine and motor, precautions in haulage 
room, fencing, dangers of lose outer clothing, 
emergency/personal light, signaling code 
including emergency etc, Code, hauling 
capacity, type of clutch condition of rope, 
indicators for travel of rope, speed at 
gradient and curves. Conveyor- type, use, 
spillage sequence control, dangers from 
stationary rollers, machinery to be kept 
reasonably free from Oil/grease and coal 
dust, Regulations. 

24 12 

9 Cleaning/wetting 
/stone dust- 

barriers/ 
watering-gangs, 
stone-dusting. 

Coal dust, how produced, hazards such as 
fire, explosions and Pheumoconsis, purpose 
of cleaning and wetting/stone during. Tools, 
properties of various stone dust, wetting 
agents, Methods of wetting blasted 
Coal/roof/floor/sides of wetting supports etc. 
Quantity of stone dust required per unit 
length of roadways, frequency of dusting/art 
of stone dusting. 

 
Introduction to stone dust barriers, how to 
load shelves, quantity per shelf. Zones and 
sub-zones, collection samples along 
roadway, transport and storage of stone 
dust. Workmanship norms. 

24 12 

10. Stowing Gang Purpose of stowing materials 
stowing/packing, methods, tools and 
accessories their use, transport and storage, 
types of pipe & their suitability for different 
locations, joints and packing, pipe layout, 
lying of pipelines. 

 
Sand and water ratio, pipe jams and how to 

24 12 



 

 

  deal with them pipe cutting during stowing 
operations, erections and salvaging of 
barricades, stowing signals, stowing 
efficiency, pipe wear, safe wall thickness, 
how to test, method of changing/turning 
pipes.. Working of mixing chamber locations 
of leakage and jams rate of stowing, 
workmanship norms. 

  

11. Pick Miners. Tools- How to maintain them, art of cutting 
coal, method/ arrangement for coal cutting at 
height, stability thereof, Cutting of 
roof/floor/side coal cutting for footpaths 
manholes/drainage/ stopping etc. Method of 
carrying coal to the loading points without 
leaving behind the personal light, bit size 
lumps not to be handled or loaded, proper 
way to load tubs so as to give the required 
amount of coal per tub, handing and 
manipulation of tubs, dangers from 
overhangs, effects of band lighting and dust.. 
Dangers from electric cables, testing of roof 
& sides. 

24 12 

12. Trammers. Construction of tubs/coupling/attachments 
between a rope or locomotive and a tub or 
set or train of tubs etc./clips for endless, 
haulage, use thereof. Haulage contrivances 
and there operation, signals, signal code, 
short circuiting troubles there-in, use of 
manholes. 

 
Uncontrolled movement of tubes and 
precautions, use of sprags and drag. 
Warning to persons likely to be endangered, 
coupling/ uncoupling on gradients, handling 
of tubs from and to cages, tipping of tubs, 
negotiating curves, curves, causes of 
derailments, rerailing of derailed tubs, 
marking on defective tubs, precautions while 
pushing/pulling the tubes, safety 
contrivances such as stop block runaway 
switch. Switches, jazz rails, re-railers, 
turnouts etc. 

24 12 

13. Loaders. How to use a shovel, shoveling of material in 
case of high heaps, big lumps not be carried 
or loaded into tubs, proper filling of baskets 
and tubs, dangers associated with entering 
disused/fenced workings, entering the site of 
blasting without the express instructions of 
shotfirer/ officials, not heeding to warning of 
impending collapse/airblast/bump, Not to 
dislodge supports while loading, robbing of 
pillars, overhangs effects of bad lighting & 
coal dust. Different ways of over gang 
baskets, workmanship norms. 

24 12 



 

 

14. Crane Operators 
(including 

mobile crane 
operators) 

Description of Diesel and Petrol Engine and 
their starting. Type of ropes and relative 
strength. Correct Selection of Slings and 
securing heavy parts for lifting. Effect of 
group slope while lifting. Heavy parts and 
choosing correct angle of Crane Boom. 
Types of shackles and V Bolts and their use. 

 
Starting of Electric Motors and mechanism of 
transmission of Power. Speeds while 
travelling with leads up. 

 
Operation of different levels and lowering of 
materials. 

 
Proper signals and their correct 
interpretation. Inspection of crane, slings, 
shackles before starting work. 

 
Use of warning bells and application of safety 
device, emergency brakes. 

 
Bye laws in force. 

24 12 

15. Drill Operators. General Knowledge about Drilling Machines 
Diesel Engines, Electric Motors and 
compressors. 

 
Lubrication system of Diesel Engine and drill 
safety devices fitted on compressors, and 
their maintenance in safe working order, 
Location of faults in engine, compressors, 

 
Greasing different parts of machines, 
inspection of machine and power cables 
before starting work. Checking of water and 
oil temperature, minor repairs and 
adjustments and use of correct tools, 
Leveling of Drill Machines & operation of 
different layers. Correct sequence of 
operation of different levers. 

 
Transmissions of compressed air from 
compressor to Drill head. Location of faults in 
running machines. Hydraulic system and its 
principle. setting up of drill machines on 
steep slopes. 

 
Selection of proper rotation speed and effect 
excessive speeds on bit life. Grinding 
machines and Grinding Wheels, Correct 
grinding of Bits. Different types of wear on 
bits and general precaution to bits life. 
Danger from working defective machines. 
Correct selection and use of tools. Dangers 
from loose house joints and defective 
Houses. 

36 12 



 

 

   
Need of discipline and punctuality. 
Company's rules. Standing orders Bye-laws 
in force at the mine organisation and General 
safety. 

  

16. Loco Drivers. General Knowledge about Engine and 
electric motor. Transmission of power. 
Different Gears and relative speeds. 

 
Lubrication and cooling system of Diesel 
Engines. Different Types of Brakes and 
Basic principles. Sequence of starting. 
Locomotive Inspection of Locomotives before 
starting works. Minor repairs and 
adjustments to Brakes and it's checking. Use 
of correct tools Location of faults in Running 
Loco. 

 
Types of crossing and switch. Types of 
signals. Loco speeds in shunting operations 
and type of wagon couplings. Railway siding 
rules. Use of warning Bells and safety 
devices provided in Locomotion for safe 
operations. 

 
Types of fire extinguishers and their use. 
Danger due to overspeeding. Loose shunting 
General safety Marshalling Yard. Discipline 
and punctuality. Company's rules. Standing 
order. Bye-laws in force in Mine. Mine 
organisation and General Safety. Use of 
protective equipment. Duties of locodriver. 
Precaution in shunting operation. Loose 
shunting. 

36 18 

 
 

17. Dozer, Loader 
operators. 

Pay General knowledge of working parts in 
Dozers. Payloaders. Different types of 
Generals a Tranmission of power. 

 
Lubrication system. Battery and Dynamo 
connections. Location of fault in running 
equipment. 

 
Inspection of machine before starting works. 
Travelling speeds, steering mechanism 
Checking oil levels and water temperatures 
Road signs and working in congested places 
like stock piles, below dangerous overhangs, 

36 24 



 

 

  side clearance and over head clearances. 
 
Filling and Dozing of tracks, Dozing on down 
slopes. Toeing of Heavy trailers. Use of 
correct sling and links. Tightening of loose 
Nuts and Bolts and use of correct tools. 
Parking of Dozers. Risks involved in working 
on defective machine and safety precautions 
in Dozing near Banks, Bench edges, Bye - 
laws in force. 

  

18. Dumper 
Operators. 

General knowledge about Diesel and petrol 
engines and their working parts. Different 
types of gears and transmission of power. 
Hydraulic system in Dumpers. Need of 
proper Lubrication and its checks. Correct Air 
pressure in tyres and its effect on life of 
tyres. Different levers provided in Dumpers. 
Correct sequence of starting and stopping 
engine. Lifting jacks. Engine cooling system, 
Detection of faults in running (Dumper) 
Engine. Brakes and its principle. Correct 
application of Brakes and use of other safety 
devices provided. 

 
Driving Rules. Road signs and signals. 
Defective driving precautions at Tipping 
points and correct placing of Dumpers at 
shovels. General inspection of Dumpers 
before starting work and precise reporting of 
any defect found during operation Parking of 
Dumpers. Emergency Brakes. Danger in 
driving defective Dumpers, dangers in 
overspeeding. Use of Re-tarders of down 
slopes. Bye laws in force. 

36 24 

19. Shovel 
Operators. 

General knowledge about various working 
parts in a Shovel like Diesel Engines, Motors 
Generators. Transformers. Principles of 
friction. Different types of Ropes, clutch, and 
Brakes. Different operating levers, steering 
mechanism in shovels and steering shovels 
on slopes. Crawling speeds and precaution 
during crawling on slopes, Minor adjustment 
to Brake and Clutch. Bands and use of 
correct tools. Greasing and oiling of different 
parts. Periodical checking of lubricating oil, 
Water temperature in Diesel operated 
shovels. 

 
Correct sequence of operation and dangers 
involved in running defective machine and 
Safety Precautions. Protective devices as 
Electrical units, their working and re-setting 
the same, Importance of earthing electrical 
motors, Generators, Transformers and other 
apparatus. Minimum working voltage and 
maximum working currents. 

36 24 



 

 

   
Danger from defective electric cables and 
careless handling of electric cables, Correct 
method of operation and its effect on 
efficiency. Safety precautions and use of 
safety devices provided in shovel. Danger 
from Explosives digging in vicinity of Misfired 
shots. Bylaws in force. 

  

20. Persons 
employed in 

management of 
materials 
( Stores) 

Proper stocking of materials, storage of 
inflammable materials like. Acids, Belt, 
Solution, Grease, Oil Handling of Heavy 
parts, types of slings, ropes and their correct 
application and code of signals. Storage of 
Electric motors Batteries. Types and other 
articles which may deteriorate due to 
improper storing in humid Atmosphere. Need 
of good house keeping. 

 
Dangers from naked light. Types of Fire 
Extinguishers and their proper use. Danger 
from inadequate lighting, storage of materials 
in piles, using of Gas Cylinder ( for welding.) 

24 12 

21. Welders & Gas 
Cutters. 

Basic principle of Gas and Arc welding. 
Various forms of welding. Ways and means 
of avoiding slag inclusion. Stresses induced 
due to welding. Regulating the medium of 
welding according to the needs. Detecting 
and avoiding defects arising out of improper 
welding on steel, Aluminum, Brass and cast 
Iron. 

 
Selections of correct welding equipment, 
pressure welding rods. Drazing of non- 
ferrous materials like copper, Brass, tubes, 
Inherent dangers in job and safety 
precaution. Use of corr5ct tools. Safety 
precautions while welding in confined places 
like crusher bottoms and fuel tanks. Welding 
in shafts and working belowground, 
precaution, use of protective equipment. 

36 24 

22. Fitter Helpers. Different types of spanners and their use. 
Types of jacks (Mechanical and Hydraulic) 
Greasing and oiling of machine parts 
Cleaning of welding surfaces. Identification of 
various Lubrication and other oils Handling of 
wire ropes, slings, and correct applications. 
Risks involved in use of wrong tools. Wrong 
Lubrication and working on running engines, 
flywheels and Belts and precautions. 

36 18 

23. Fitters. 
Electricians etc. 

Management may propose Syllabus as 
period requirements allotted. 

70 36 

24. Members of a 
Team/Composite 
group of workers. 

Where any worker performs the job related to 
more than one class/king of workers, he shall 
undergo the job training for the specified 
number of days for each of such class/kind of 
worker. 

See 
Syllabus 

 

 


